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Where we are

Done:

• Functional programming in Scheme

• S-expressions, Recursive Functions, Algebraic Laws,
Equational Proofs

This session:

• Functions as first-class citizens
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First-class Functions

• In programming languages theory, an entity is first-class if
1. it can be passed as an argument,
2. returned as a result from a function,
3. stored in variables,
4. and can be constructed at run time (e.g. cons in Scheme).

• Impcore does not treat functions as first-class values

• In functional programming languages (such as Scheme) functions are
first-class citizens

• First-class functions provides a flexible way to compose programs
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Example: Calculating Sum of Integers

Compute the sum of integers smaller than or equal to n

(define sum (n)

(if (= n 0) 0 (+ n (sum (- n 1)))))

Compute the sum of squares of integers smaller than or equal to n

(define sqr (n) (* n n))

(define sum-sqr (n)

(if (= n 0) 0 (+ (sqr n) (sum-sqr (- n 1)))))

Compute the sum of cubes of integers smaller than or equal to n

(define cube (n) (* n (* n n)))

(define sum-cube (n)

(if (= n 0) 0 (+ (cube n) (sum-cube (- n 1)))))
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Example: Calculating Sum of f(n)

Compute the sum of f(i)
where i is smaller than or equal to n:

n

∑

i=0

f(i)

● First-class functions give us the power to write a general sum-f:

(define sum-f (f n)

(if (= n 0) 0 (+ (f n) (sum-f f (- n 1)))))

• We can use the general sum-f function to define:

(define sum-sqr (n) (sum-f sqr n))

(define sum-cube (n) (sum-f cube n))

• But we still need to define sqr and cube:

(define sqr (n) (* n n))

(define cube (n) (* n (* n n)))
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Example: Calculating Sum of f(n)

(define sqr (n) (* n n))

(define sum-sqr (n) (sum-f sqr n))

• Compare to integers: we do not need to first define and name an
integer and then use it

(val n 0)

(define is-zero? (y)

(= n y))

(define is-zero? (y)

(= 0 y))

• Analogous to integer literals we want to have function literals to let
us write a function without giving it a name

• Such literals are called “anonymous functions” (function without a
name)
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Lambda Expressions

• Anonymous functions are introduced using the keyword lambda for
historical reasons

Alonzo Church invented λ-calculus in 1936
in which all functions are anonymous

(1903 - 1995)
• The function that maps x to “x times x” : x↦ (x × x)

- Scheme: (lambda (x) (* x x))

- Mathematics: λx. x × x
• x is the parameter and (* x x) is the body of the function
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Some Syntactic Sugar

• (define sqr (n) (* n n))

is syntactic sugar for

1. (define sqr (lambda (n) (* n n))

2. (val sqr (lambda (n) (* n n))

• In Scheme, functions and values live in the same environment
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Sum Example with Anonymous Functions

( define sum−f (f n)
(if (= n 0) 0 (+ (f n) (sum−f f (− n 1)))))

( define sum−sqr (n)
(sum−f ( lambda (n) (∗ n n)) n))

( define sum−cube (n)
(sum−f ( lambda (n) (∗ n (∗ n n))) n))
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Lambda Expression

(lambda (x1 ... xn) exp)

• lambda is a binding operator: it binds a variable within the scope

• Variables x1 ... xn are bound in exp
- This means that they are just place holders
- The same way that ∫ f(x)dx and ∫ f(y)dy

describe the same integral,
the meaning of (lambda (x) M) does not depend on x

• Any other variables are free in exp
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Bound & Free Variables

(lambda (x) (x (lambda (y) z) x) y)

• An expression is closed if all variables are bound

• An expression is open if it is not closed

• Free variables can be:
- global variables (not a good programming habit /),
- formal parameters,
- or, let-bound variables
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Let Binding

• Introduce local names into environment
(let ((x1 e1)

...

(xn en))

e)

• Evaluates e1 through en, bind answers to x1, ... , xn

• Creates new environment for local use only:

ρ = {x1↦ e1,⋯,xn↦ en}
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Higher-order Functions

• Higher-order function: a function that takes a function as a
parameter, returns a function, or both

Example:

• Function composition: composes two functions which both take a
single argument f ○ g

( define compose (f g)
( lambda (x) (f (g x))))

• Function flip: change the order of parameters of a function

( define flip (f)
( lambda (x y)

(f y x)))
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Closures

• A lambda expression can refer to its own function parameters,
or to local (global) variables in the scope

• Example: lambda expression here refers to a free variable n
that is bound by the parameter of outside function addfun:
(define addfun (n)

(lambda (m) (+ m n)))

(val addtwo (addfun 2))

(val x (addtwo 5))

• Evaluation of (val x (addtwo 5)) needs to have access to the
free variables which are defined in the enclosing scope (n ↦ 2)

• Evaluation of the outside function creates a closed version of the
inside function

(val addtwo (addfun 2))
Creates:
L(lambda (m) (+ m n)) , {n ↦ 2}M
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Closures

• Closure: a function value plus the environment in which it is to be
evaluated

L code, environment M
for example,

L (lambda (x) (+ x y)), {y ↦ 1} M
• Local variables are usually temporary

- push onto stack frame when calling and pop out when returning

• When variable is referenced from within some nested function it
cannot be popped

• Such variables are “escaping” the stack frame

• They are usually stored in heap
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Currying

• What is the difference between the following functions?
(val add (lambda (n m) (+ m n)))

(val add (lambda (n) (lambda (m) (+ m n))))

• Currying: making the function takes its arguments one at a time

• Currying was discovered by Moses Schönfinkel and re-discovered by
Haskell Curry
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Currying

(val curry
( lambda (f)

( lambda (x)
( lambda (y) (f x y)))))

(val uncurry
( lambda (f)

( lambda (x y) ((f x) y))))
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Summary

This Lecture

• Functions as first-class citizens

• Lambda expressions, Closures, Currying

Next Lecture

• Higher-order functions for lists
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